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(Piano Solo Personality). This folio matches the album that, for the first time, compiled all of

Einaudi's best known music in a single collection. Islands also includes the new tracks "The Earth

Prelude" and "High Heels" as well as two new remixes of "Lady Labyrinth" and "Eros," plus tracks

from critically acclaimed albums including Le Onde and I Giorni .
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I am a huge Ludovico Einaudi fan. As a piano student, I first heard Divenire, and was hooked. I have

recently been playing his music as a huge playlist for hours on end during study time and just

regular reading time as it is so relaxing, so I begin searching for the sheet music, being a piano

student, and then I found this book, which reflects the very best of Einaudi. It has all the main songs

in it, or his most popular, such as Divenire, I Giorni, The earth Prelude, Nuvole Bianche, Primavera,

and Ancora. It has 19 songs in all, and If you wish to preview how they will sound, go to youtube

and search Einaudi Islands and click on one of the 1hr+ videos to listen to the Playlist of all the

songs included as performed by Einaudi. It is exquisite.I ordered this book, and almost canceled my

order because it was on backorder and I felt I was buying the book for just two or three songs. The

day I went to cancel, It said it had shipped, which was such a blessing because I cannot imagine my

piano library without this book. This book seems to be written NOTE for NOTE as the true versions

are. So the songs sound exactly like he plays it, not a simplified version. It is perfect for an

intermediate to Advanced pianist. These are challenging songs, with the hardest seeming to have



four flats. There are about five or so in key of C, which will be perfect for more intermediate players.

Evenstill, while some pieces are challenging, even for me and I have 11 years of lessons under my

belt, this book has made me accelerate my performance. The area in piano that I lack the most in

has always been adding notes in the left hand. I would play perhaps four at the most per measure

and would never play the left hand exactly like it was written.
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